INTRODUCTION
In the recent years the periodic metallic lattices have found many applications both in optical and microwave ranges (see, for example, in [ l ] and [2]). However, some fundamental problems have not been resolved yet, even for typical metallic electromagnetic crystals. One of them is the problem of low-frequency spatial dispersion in wire media (WM). The low-frequency spatial dispersion of a simple wire medium (a doubly periodic regular array of parallel wires) has been studied only recently in [ 3 ] . This theory is generalized for double and triple wire media in [4]. The main results of that theory form the technicaI content of the present paper. The study of spatial dispersion effects in the above mentioned variants of WM has been started in work IS]. However, this sbdy (based on the numerical approach) is far from being complete. Our theory significantly complements the results [ 5 ] .
The unit cells of lattices under study are shown in Fig. 1 . They are comprised of two (2d or double wire medium) or three (3d or triple wire medium) doubly periodic regular arrays of parallel infinite wires which are orthogonal to one another. The wires are assumed to be perfsctly conducting. The host medium is a uniform lossless dielectric with permittivity 4 and permeability 16. We denote the radii of wires directed along x, y and z-axes as r,, ry and r,, respectively. The periods of the lattice along x , y and z-axes are denoted as a, b and c, respectively. The lattices are spatially shifted with respect to each other by half period (see Fig. I ). In order to model an electromagnetic response of a wire we apply the local field approach [6]. We assume that the wires diameters are small as compared to the wavelength. Thus, every wire can be described in terms of effective linear current referred to the wire axis. A wire can be characterized by a "polarizability" a, relating the complex amplitude I of the induced current and the local electric field El, [3,6]. The polarizability a depends on wire radius ro, wave number of the host medium k, and longitudinal component of the wave vector q of propagating mode. Expressing the local field produced by all wires except the reference one through the current induced in the reference wire we obtain the dispersion equation. It relates the components of wave vector q with wave number k (i.e. with frcquency U). Then we can introduce effective material parameters of the wire medium which fit this dispersion equation.
SIMPLE WIRE MEDIA
In this paper we widely use the results obtained in our preccdent papers [3,6] for a simple WM. Therefore, in this section a very short overview of those works is presented. The geometry of a simple wire medium comprising the zdirected wires is shown in Fig. 2 .a. 2. Extraordinary waves. They correspond to the nonzero currents and have the nonzero longitudinal component of electric field. Their dispersion properties are described in details in [6] (see Fig. 3 .b. thick lines). 3. Transmission-Line Modes (TLM). Those waves propagate along the wires, they are TEM waves as well as ordinary waves, but the currents in wires are nonzero. Their dispersion equation Iq,l=k has no restriction for components q,, qY, and the phase shift of the currents in the adjacent wires can be arbitrary [3] .
Under the quasi-static limit, we obtain an effective relative permittivity E of Id WM in the following form [3]:
Parameter ko is wave number corresponding to the effective plasma frequency of the wire media. The dependence of dielectric permittivity on qz given by ( I ) does not disappear until1 frequency becomes zero. This fact means that wire media has low-frequency spatial dispersion. There is no low-frequency spatial dispersion for the extraordinary waves in the only case when the wave propagates across the wires (qz =O). At low frequencies the propagation of those waves can be described in terms of classical plasma-like permittivity [7]). Relative to those waves the wire medium behaves as a cold non-magnetized plasma (a continuous dielectric medium). In other propagation directions the wire medium behaves differently. In [3] we discuss the importance of the low-frequency spatial dispersion in Id wire media. Below we theoretically show this phenomenon in 2d and 3d WM.
DOUBLE WIRE MEDIA
Now, let us consider a double wire medium which is comprised by y-directed and z-directed wires. The dispersion equation for this structure can be obtained in the same manner as it was done in our work [XI where we have studied a Fig. 3 and the dispersion diagram of a simple wire medium (see Fig. 2 .b). In the Fig. 3 one can see within the interval L-T two extraordinary modes which do not vanish at low frequencies and are not TLM. In simple WM the waves with nonzero longitudinal (with respect to the wires) component of the electric field cannot propagate at low frequencies since the phase shifts between the adjacent wires are small and the re-radiation of parallel wires suppresses the wave. In 2d WM it becomes possible due to the electromagnetic interaction of the two orthogonal wire arrays. This is the result of the cross-polarized interaction of wire arrays. In Fig, 4 .a one can see that the contours of isofrequencies are rather close to four asymptotes qy,;=* k. In spite of the rather low frequency as compared to plasma frequency, the isofrequency contour located around the r point (q=O)
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basically differs from the isofrequency of an isotropic dielectric (a circle). OnIy in a special case of the in-plane propagation the isofrequency centered at the r point has practically circular shape and the phase velocity of this mode coincides with that of the host medium. When q&O the shape of this isofrequency becomes super-quadric and modes with hyperbolic isofrequency tend to the satne asymptotes qY,r=* k. When q,=x/a the isofrequencies coincide with the asymptotes exactly. The plot in Fig. 4 .a indicates the possibility of the two refracted waves (both extraordinary waves)
for the rather large range of incidence angles. This effect keeps at the quasi-static limit. The 2d WM with proper orientation of wires with respect to the medium interface can possess the low-frequency negative refraction. It follows from the fact that the angles between the group and the phase velocities for the mode corresponding to the hyperbolic contours can be close to id2 (the normal to the isofrequency contour shows the direction of the group velocity vector). At the frequencies close to the plasma frequency and higher two other modes appear with isofrequencies centered at r. They are shaped as two crossing ellipses. The modes with isofrequency curves close to qv,r=f k are still present. The isofrequency contours for such a case (corresponding to ko/(2x)=0.3, q, =O and qx=n/(Za)) are shown in Fig. 4 .b. When qx increases at fixed frequency, the hyperbolic isofrequency contours in the plane qr -qr approach the asymptotes in the same way as it happens for lower frequencies. The elhptic contours located around l-(see Fig. 4 without interaction with y -and z-wires. There is no spatial dispersion for those waves (see above). The second case corresponds to the in-plane propagation in 2d WM, which was studied in the previous section. In the present paper we do not consider the general case of the wave propagation in 3d WM.
QUASI-STAIIC CASE
Now, let us turn to the consideration of the effective permittivity of 2d and 36 WM. In [5] the fottowing expressions have been heuristically introduced for components of the permittivity of 3d WM:
The effects of the low-frequency spatial dispersion are deemed to be described by terms in the denominators of the components in the same manner as in formula (1) We have analytically verified that (2) and (3) coincides in quasi-static limit with dispersion equations obtained in [4] .
CONCLUSION
In the present paper we have generalized a recently developed analytical theory of a simple wire media to the case of double wire media and obtained some results for triple WM. We have proved that the effective permittivity of 2d and 3d WM introduced by formulae (2) and (3) fits our dispersion equations fairly well. We have theoretically revealed the effects of low-frequency spatial dispersion for 2d WM. The materials under consideration could find various applications due to the properties discussed in this paper. We would like to note especially such applications as creation of low frequency super-prism and design of materials with negative refraction.
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